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Stock spindles are designed for the following:
1991 Toyota MR2 Turbo rotors - 10.5 pounds. (for reference)
1995 Toyota MR2 Turbo rotors - 17.5 pounds.
Stock front wheel 15x6 - 17.5 pounds
Dunlop Dureza Z2 Tires 235 40 17 - 24 pounds.
1995 MR2 wheel, tire and brake combo weighs - 59 pounds
1995 Toyota Supra TwinTurbo rotors - 21 pounds.
17x9 wheels with a 25 offset that weigh 22.9 pounds.
Dunlop Dureza Z2 Tires 235 40 17 24 pounds.
1995 MR2 Racecar wheel, tire and brake combo weighs - 67.9 pounds
1991 Toyota MR2 GTv6 race weight, full tank of full weighs 2561 pounds.
Static camber angles are -3.1 degrees. Zero toe.
Aerodynamic aids develop ~250 pounds of downforce on the front, and ~225 pounds on the rear of the car.
This is known by knowing the spring rate, and observing how much the car squats in images during racing
conditions.
On tracks where we have had spindle flange failure, data recorders have seen lateral G-forces at 2.0g.
Breakages have occured under braking in a straight line on my car with me driving, and one time with Biohazard MR2. Braking in these zones where the failures have occures are around 1g in a straight line.
History of spindle failures:
ModSquad 1 1991 Toyota MR2. Shenandoah- Summit Point, June 2012. Left front
Racing Strong MR2 GTv6. Shenandoah- Summit Point, June 2014. Right front
MR2 BioHazzard V6. Calebogie Canada - July 2014. Left Front
Racing Strong MR2 GTv6. VIR Grand August 2014. Left front
Racing Strong MR2 GTv6. Road America October 2014. Left front
Brake caliper, Brake Rotor, and Hub/Upright temperatures never exceed 700 degrees F. Exact temps unknown at this time.
Quality Japanese made Timken bearings with Redline high performance bearing grease.

Spindle on the right was MIG
welded on the outsde of the
flange in an attempt to reinforce the connection between
the flange and the spindle. It
was suspected that the spindle
is friction welded to the hub
flange. We have no proof that
this is how the Toyota supplier
made these.
As the failure happens, you can
feel it in the brake peddle. The
peddle goes towards the floor,
handling suffers as the brake is
released when the tire wobbles.
The wheel assembly is now
only held together by the brake
caliper.
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This is what the hub assembly
looks like after failure.
Longer ARP brand studs are
used for strength.
Wheels are torqued to standard
Toyota torque rate of 95 to 105
pounds feet.
Studs are pulled through using
a stud pulling tool, and an electric impact tool.

Cracks developed along the
center section of the flange.
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Observation from Dan Warner, Mechanical Engineer
OK, here’s what I see FWIW- this is absolutely textbook fatigue failure, complete with beautiful examples of
striation and ratcheting. There’s probably an ME post doc on campus that would drool over these Bill :lol:
Looking at the patterns and locations, (and making *some* assumptions about manufacturing processes on
these parts) I would say that the friction weld isn’t being treated properly and is leaving microvoids near the
interface. That’s where the cracks start. See how there are multiple, nearly evenly spaced “sawtooth” features
around the face? That’s the ratcheting, where the initiated internal cracks meet up with the external stress
cracks. Once that starts your ultimate failure is in fast fracture mode, which is the torn looking parts near the
bearing side. That’s the what.
As for the why, you’re exceeding the side loading the hub was designed for, both force and (lesser) speed.
Increasing both of those like we do in racing and you get accelerated fatigue. Everything we do (increased
tire/wheel width, increased camber, cornering speed) speeds up the process. Short of going slower, you
aren’t going to do much to the car to fix it. Even the wheel offset won’t do much as its the side loads, not the
vertical component of the moments, that’s your biggest enemy.
Recommendation: Buy the best *new* hubs you can find. Remove all the bearings/studs/etc. Have a very
good TIG welder put a fillet in the corner of the rotor side. (as large as you can without interfering with the
rotor) Then send them off to be cryo treated. Reassemble. Race. Repeat. They’ll last longer, but eventually will
still fail (unless you slow down in the corners :lol: )
All that is my own opinion based on what I see and the 15 or so years of learnings doing enginerd type stuff...

